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Best Individual Health Insurance Company Asia
Pacific 2020
Best Health Insurance Product (MyHEALTH)
Asia Pacific 2020
Best Health Insurance App (Easy Claim) Asia
Pacific 2020.

APRIL International Care, the specialist international

private medical insurance (IPMI) division of APRIL

Group, has scooped three prestigious awards in the

2020 Global Banking and Finance awards. April

International Care's Asian subsidiary picked up the first

place in three categories:
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Cigna Middle East CEO Extends
Role to African Markets

APRIL International Care Scoops
3  New Awards

https://ipmimagazine.com/medical-health-insurance/en/news/insurance/item/5866-april-international-care-
scoops-3-new-awards
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Cigna Corporation has appointed Jerome Droesch as

Chief Executive Officer for the Middle East and Africa

(MEA) region, expanding his remit to include all

markets across Africa.

.

 

 

http://channelpostmea.com/2020/05/10/cigna-middle-east-ceo-extends-role-african-markets/

Editorial
As the world frustratingly watches the COVID-19 pandemic continue
its ugly and endless journey around almost all continents, its’
devastating effects are becoming clearer.  Most worrying is the
possible size of the economic hit to most businesses, not just health-
related ones. Now that the sudden rush for decent health cover has
slowed, we expect to see quite negative news in 2h20 and certainly in
1h21 on numbers of expats and travellers in general, and a
continuation of benefits downgrading. Clearly there are positives, with
a (hopefully sustained) seismic shift in the delivery of primary care,
and a likely drop in claims values over the year. We fully expect the
huge growth in utilisation of digital health, be that tele-medicine, tele-
pharmacy or virtual care delivery, especially mental, to stay and
believe its future will be more pro-active, personalised and data-driven.
In our new publication, Key Facts and Figures in Global IPMI, 2017-
2022, we have made a fresh global market size forecast for the period
to 2022. (see final page). One comment we wish to make, after recent
(very welcome!) feedback from our March and April Headlines, is that
the news and articles to which we draw your attention and
summarise, are most often the work of others, which we of course
acknowledge. These are highlighted to make an important point - in
this case, that IPMI covers pandemics where domestic PMI usually
doesn’t. McGrigor can’t vouch that these are comprehensive in scope
ie who covers pandemic and who does not. As usual, please find
below our collection of hopefully interesting news articles and stories
from May.

Allianz's Net Profit Declines By
29% In Q1
Allianz is the latest insurer to report the impact of COVID-19

on its bottom line. The global insurer posted a 28.9% fall in

net profit to 1.4 billion euros (around £1.23 billion) in q1

compared to the same period last year when it reported a net

profit of 2.0 billion euros. Allianz also withdrew its 2020

operating profit outlook of 12 billion euros due to

uncertainties around COVID-19. However, the company did
report internal revenue growth of 3.7%, and attributed this
boost mainly to its life and health business, which includes
IPMI. More broadly, Allianz is one of many insurers warning

about its financial health as the industry is barraged with

claims for business interruption, cancelled and postponed

events, and a falling demand for car and travel insurance. The

insurer’s combined ratio, which is a measure of profitability for

the division, worsened to 97.8% in Q1, reflecting a tick

upwards of 4.1 percentage points from Q1 2019.

 

https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/uk/news/breaking-news/allianzs-net-profit-declines-by-29-in-q1-
222167.aspx?utm_source=GA&utm_medium=20200512&utm_campaign=Breaking-
20200512&utm_content=3C678D8E-E198-409A-8615-3102E45025C7&tu=3C678D8E-E198-409A-8615-
3102E45025C7
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Health Insurers Continue To
Embrace Digital Health Apps
Especially In Mental Health
Allianz Launches Digital Health
Services In Singapore

Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty Singapore Branch

and Allianz Care have partnered with digital

healthcare provider MyDoc to launch a new video

consultation service for international health insurance

customers in Singapore. This service allows customers

to speak to fully qualified doctors from the comfort of

their own home or office.

https://www.internationalinvestment.net/news/4015644/allianz-launches-digital-health-services-singapore-
customers

Aetna International Announces
Partnership With Leading Mental
Well-Being App: Wysa

Cigna Adds Mental Health
Provider To Virtual Network

https://ipmimagazine.com/medical-health-insurance/en/news/insurance/item/5883-allianz-care-
reports-up-to-235-year-on-year-increase-in-applications-for-international-health-insurance-policies 2

Wysa, as part of its enhanced mental well-being

support for members during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Wysa is a confidential and anonymous mental well-

being app and service, as part of the company’s

ongoing efforts to address the ‘second curve’ of the

COVID-19 pandemic, the less visible but increasing

mental well-being crisis.

Cigna has expanded its virtual support services for

mental and emotional health by adding Talkspace to

its behavioral provider network. Talkspace is an online

counselling services company that connects

customers to dedicated, licensed therapists who

engage through the company’s secure app, on

demand. Therapists can help customers with issues

related to anxiety, depression and burnout, as well as

substance abuse issues or obsessive- compulsive-

disorders.

https://ipmimagazine.com/medical-health-insurance/en/health-medical-travel-expatriate-insurance-product-
news/item/5872-aetna-international-announces-partnership-with-leading-mental-well-being-app-wysa-as-
part-of-enhanced-mental-well-being-support-for-members-during-covid-19-pandemic

https://www.healthexec.com/topics/health-it/cigna-adds-mental-health-provider-virtual-network?
utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=he_news

Allianz Reports A Surge In
Demand For Health Cover And
Huge Increases In Digital Health
Usage

48% increase in web traffic to AllianzCare.com in

March, with a further increase of 83% in April.  

6,000 subscriptions to the Allianz Care channel on

the BrightTALK platform, which has been used to

broadcast webinars on COVID-19. This is up from an

average of 380 subscribers before the pandemic.

Significant increase in demand for Allianz Care’s

Employee Assistance Programme (EAP), with users

looking for further information on financial advice,

as well as seeking counselling services and advice

on stress management.

257% increase in calls made to Allianz Care’s 24/7

medical advice line. To provide further support, a

COVID-19 digital symptom checker was added to

the service, which has already been used by more

than 46,000 customers to date.

Year-on-year increase in sales of individual policies

across almost all markets, most notably 235% in

Germany, 100% in Singapore, 65% in the UAE, 62%

in Italy, 57% in France and 48% in Spain.

In May Allianz Care reported a surge by up to 235% YoY

in applications for international health insurance

policies, and significant increases in demand for health

and wellbeing advice and digital services, in a typical

global pattern. YoY sales of private individual and

family policies up 235% in Germany, 100% in Singapore

and 65% in the UAE. 

 

Some of the key uplifts in demand for health and

wellbeing advice and digital health services include:
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HCB International overlaid World Bank data on which

countries have both high out-of-pocket proportions for

healthcare spend and are heavily remittance-reliant. It

showed that there are some surprises from Europe.

Out-of-pocket expenditure by households makes up

one-third of total health expenditure, both public and

private, in 100 countries. These countries were plotted

on a graph against their figures for remittances as-a-

percentage-of-GDP to see which markets may be worst

hit by the lower earnings of their diaspora.Central Asia,

Nepal and Haiti all look highly exposed as they score

highly on both measures, while closer to Europe,

operators in Moldovia, Armenia, Ukraine and Georgia

may suffer. Many other CEE markets will see big falls in

private health spending in 2020.

 

Where Will A Global
Downturn Hit Local Private
Healthcare Markets Hardest

Omada Health is adding musculoskeletal care into its

suite of digital therapies available for chronic conditions

through its acquisition of Physera, an app-based

platform which includes remote consultations with

physical therapists.

https://www.healthcarebusinessinternational.com/where-a-global-downturn-will-hit-local-private-healthcare-
markets-hardest/

https://www.mobihealthnews.com/news/omada-health-acquires-physera-adds-virtual-msk-therapy-its-
chronic-care-programs?
mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWVdRek1XWXpaVGRrT0dVMCIsInQiOiI0OGR6Y1FhWmNUR2dJWXllclpCNktJT2VxdDd
heDZYXC80bWt1SWttZkRtS1Y4QnVFcENMM0lZOEJcL3FPWnU3QVhlMHpJeWdOWmp2SG9iTk14bHRc
L0d0UFBBWTlFa25sQnVINXNsMXJmd0d1a3hhXC9wclg3SlIxZ3RTaWNOT0pwa24ifQ%3D%3D

POPULATION
HEALTH
MANAGEMENT

3

Omada Health Acquires
Physera

HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS
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Healthcare Providers:
Preparing for the next
normal after COVID-19

 New paradigms for infrastructure, geographic

distribution of providers, and care settings.

Operational excellence, which will be critical in the    

next normal.

Emergence of new growth opportunities and

diversification.

As healthcare providers face the humanitarian tragedy

of the COVID-19 pandemic, they also face

unprecedented stress (individually and institutionally)

around the world. The immediate response to the crisis

is causing seismic shifts in how and where care is

provided. Established norms and operational best

practices are being revisited. Simultaneously, new

initiatives are helping provide both lifesaving care for

those directly impacted and routine care for patients

whose regularly scheduled visits with their providers

have been interrupted.

 

This article identifies 3 key shifts across the healthcare

delivery value chain, which are particularly applicable

in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia:

 

1.

2.

3.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/healthcare-systems-and-services/our-insights/healthcare-
providers-preparing-for-the-next-normal-after-covid-19?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-
mck&hlkid=b519b21453c44786b1a8f62cde6f680d&hctky=9474346&hdpid=71e80f56-f104-44be-
9715-7f1f08c439b6

How Israel Is Using AI To
Implement Proactive Care
When it comes to regions around the world where

health tech is in full bloom, it would be hard not to

mention Israel. The country’s largest healthcare

organization, Clalit Health Services, is combining its

swaths of patient data and artificial intelligence to

move towards predictive care with actionable steps.

Clalit had a leg up when it implemented this system –

its integrated EMR. An interview with Dr. Ran Balicer,

Chief Innovation Officer of Clalit’s Research Institute,

talks about using tech to catch health issues before

they become serious.

https://www.mobihealthnews.com/news/how-israel-using-ai-implement-proactive-care

HEALTH TECH

This article looks at the impact of COVID-19 on how we

communicate and interact with each other and how

the pandemic is not only leading to reforms in

antiquated healthcare regulations and changes to how

people seek services, but is also transforming and

elevating the sector to a new stage, spawning

investment opportunities. What kind of changes will
occur to the healthcare sector in the post-pandemic
world, and which groups of companies related to this
transformation are worth our attention for long-term
investments?
The three areas considered are: tele-medicine and tele-

pharmacy; affordability of medical services in private

healthcare systems directing patients to higher

utilisation of healthcare platforms; the development of

early detection technology.

Three Areas of Tech To
Watch As Pandemic
Reshapes Healthcare

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesfinancecouncil/2020/06/01/three-areas-of-tech-for-investors-to-
watch-as-pandemic-reshapes-healthcare/#2a62d8b728d3

Telehealth: A Quarter-
Trillion-Dollar Post-
COVID-19 Reality?
Telehealth has helped expand access to care at a time

when the pandemic has severely restricted patients’

ability to see their doctors. Actions taken by healthcare

leaders today will determine if the full potential of

telehealth is realized after the crisis has passed. COVID-

19 has caused a massive acceleration in the use of

telehealth. Consumer adoption has skyrocketed, from 11

percent of US consumers using telehealth in 2019 to 46

percent of consumers now using telehealth to replace

cancelled healthcare visits. Providers have rapidly scaled

offerings and are seeing 50 to 175 times the number of

patients via telehealth than they did before. Pre-COVID-

19, the total annual revenues of US telehealth players

were an estimated $3 billion, with the largest vendors

focused in the “virtual urgent care” segment: helping

consumers get on-demand instant telehealth visits with

physicians (most likely, with a physician they have no

relationship with). With the acceleration of consumer

and provider adoption of telehealth and extension of

telehealth beyond virtual urgent care, up to $250 billion

of current US healthcare spend could potentially be

virtualized.

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/healthcare-systems-and-services/our-insights/telehealth-a-
quarter-trillion-dollar-post-covid-19-reality?cid=Covid-19-eml-alt-mip-
mck&hlkid=6b320e48240c464db7c0e68bb6c13d42&hctky=9474346&hdpid=b3f1d983-a5b5-4c2a-
858f-874c6be9200c
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Telemedicine In The Age
Of COVID-19: Some
Examples of New Tools
Being Utilised in The US
Forward triage - the sorting of patients before they

arrive in the emergency room. More than 50 U.S. health

systems already have such programs in place. Jefferson

Health, Mount Sinai, Kaiser Permanente, Cleveland

Clinic, and Providence, for example, all leverage

telehealth technology to allow clinicians to see

patients at home so they can avoid travel to

emergency rooms and doctors’ offices.

 

e-ICU Monitoring Programmes - allows nurses and

doctors to remotely monitor the status of up to 100

patients in multiple hospitals. Telemedicine can also

provide access to subspecialists who are not

immediately available in person. The Mount Sinai

system leverages specialists at eight hospitals and

more than 300 sites to provide virtual emergency

consultations and distribute work among subspecialty

providers, some of whom may be in quarantine.

Virtual Visits Set To
Transform Healthcare
Delivery in The US
A rapid increase in virtual visits during the coronavirus

disease (COVID-19) pandemic could transform the way

physicians provide care in the United States going

forward, according to a new study led by researchers

from NYU Grossman School of Medicine. At NYU’s

Langone Health, virtual urgent care visits grew 686%

and non-urgent care visits grew a staggering 4,345% in

response to COVID-19. These virtual visits helped

prevent the flooding of emergency rooms beyond

capacity. NYU Langone invested early in telehealth

technology and was able to leverage digital health to

help hundreds of thousands of patients. Until now,

telemedicine’s growth has been slow, and it was used

by only 8% of the population in 2019. In response to the

virus, however, the need to replace in-person care was

urgent, so U.S. insurers expanded coverage to include

all telemedicine visit types, including from home, and

states relaxed licensing requirements so that care

could be delivered across state lines. Additionally, the

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

allowed the use of consumer audio and video

communication for telemedicine visits.

https://healthtransformer.co/meet-doc-doc-the-colombian-telemedicine-company-
improving-physician-wellbeing-bbdaeb0c5454

5

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NE
JMp2003539

The New Colombian
Telemedicine Company
“doc-doc” is Growing At
300% Per Month

https://nyulangone.org/news/telemedicine-transforms-response-covid-19-pandemic-
disease-epicenter

A Pandemic Benefit: The
Expansion of Telemedicine
This article highlights the growth in utilisation of

telemedicine in the US and looks at its future impact

on healthcare delivery

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/11/well/live/coronavirus-telemedicine-telehealth.html?
utm_source=angellist
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The first modern pandemic
The scientific advances we need to stop COVID-19.  

By Bill Gates

 

 The coronavirus pandemic pits all of
humanity against the virus. The
damage to health, wealth, and well-
being has already been enormous.
This is like a world war, except in this
case, we’re all on the same side.
Everyone can work together to learn
about the disease and develop tools
to fight it. I see global innovation as
the key to limiting the damage. This
includes innovations in testing,
treatments, vaccines, and policies to
limit the spread while minimizing the
damage to economies and well-
being.

Reopening Safely: Sample
practices From Essential
Businesses
The safety protocols of hospitals, grocery stores, and other

establishments that stayed open during the COVID-19

pandemic can offer ideas for businesses preparing to

welcome employees and customers back.

OTHER INTERESTING ARTICLES
Innovation VS. The
Coronavirus

https://www.gatesnotes.com/Health/Pandemic-Innovation?
utm_source=Global+Wellness+Institute&utm_campaign=6171f1d70e-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_BRIEF_2020_5_6&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_bbb41a322d-6171f1d70e-69668469

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/risk/our-insights/reopening-safely-sample-practices-from-
essential-businesses?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-
mck&hlkid=7e926bdfa96547b8b0799c9685a8ac71&hctky=9474346&hdpid=6e804f24-c79f-43bd-94f0-
8ecb64c59a4e
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The Global Market for International Private Medical Insurance, 2013-2022: Key Player Profiles.
Includes 10 or 16 profiles. Single Licence - $2500/$3200 (£2000/£2550). READY NOW, HOT OFF THE
PRESS
The Global Market for International Private Medical Insurance, 2013-2022: Key Facts and
Figures. Single Licence - $2250 (£1850). READY NOW, HOT OFF THE PRESS
The International Private Medical Insurance Market in the Middle East and North Africa, 2013-2022.
Single Licence - $1750 (£1350).
The International Private Medical Insurance Market in Central and South America and the Caribbean,
2013-2022. Single Licence - $1750 (£1350).
The International Private Medical Insurance Market in the US and Canada, 2013-2022.                                
Single Licence - $1750 (£1350).
6. The International Private Medical Insurance Market in South Asia, 2013-2022.                                           
Single Licence - $1750 (£1350).
7. The International Private Medical Insurance Market in Sub Saharan Africa, 2013-2022.                            
Single Licence - $1750 (£1350).

 
Oanda.com exchange rates will be applied on the day of purchase. Order times differ by report. Prices are excluding VAT.
Multi-license packages available (5 people or Corporate) on request, with even better prices per reader.
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Get McGrigor's 2020 Focus Reports

For more information please contact: 
r.kerr@mcgrigorgroup.com

After the wide take-up of our two reports on ‘The Global Market for International Private Medical Insurance’ in

2014 and 2018, we realised, from feedback, that part of our market was missing out on the reports. This was

either because they were small or because their links to the IPMI market were more tangential or niche, and so

the price of the ‘mega-reports’ for these sectors was too steep. Consequently, we decided to publish a series of

“Focus” reports to serve their needs more directly. To do this, we re-packaged the detailed analytical historic

information from these reports into specific areas of focus and added a ‘2020 info update’ with fresh

forecasting through 2022, where appropriate. There are 7 of these ‘focus’ reports in this series, available to buy

now.
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